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2017 IFMA & USGBC Summer Blast
See Photos from our 2017 IFMA & USGBC Summer Blast.
View Photo Gallery

The Latest From the IFMA Blog

Indoor Air Quality as it Applies to Facility Management
When the term ‘air quality’ is brought up, most people tend to think of pollutants in the outside air. As facility managers, it is important to recognize that the air inside homes, offices, and other buildings can often be more polluted than the air outside.
Read Full Article

OSHA Announces Delay of Electronic Filing Deadline
Obama-era safety regulations have been coming under strict scrutiny in the new Trump administration. The final rule’s electronic filing components, which went into effect at the beginning of this year, have been highly criticized, challenged in court and now delayed.
Read Full Article
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IFMA-LI Polo Shirt
Show off your chapter pride with this elegant polo shirt embroidered with the IFMA Long Island logo.
$35.00
Buy Now!
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